A cell-based model of endothelial cell migration, proliferation and maturation during corneal angiogenesis.
The motivation of this work stems from two critical experimental observations associated with corneal angiogenesis: (1) angiogenesis will not succeed without endothelial cell proliferation, and (2) proliferation mainly occurs at the leading edge of developing sprouts (Sholley et al., Lab. Invest. 51:624-634, 1984). To discover the underlying mechanisms of these phenomena, we develop a cell-based mathematical model that integrates a mechanical model of elongation with a biochemical model of cell phenotype variation regulated by angiopoietins within a developing sprout. This model allows for a detailed study of the relative roles of endothelial cell migration, proliferation, and maturation. The model is validated by quantitatively comparing its predictions with data derived from corneal angiogenesis experiments. We conclude that cell elasticity and cell-to-cell adhesion allow only limited sprout extension in the absence of proliferation, and the maturation process combined with bioavailability of VEGF can explain the localization of proliferation to the leading edge. We also use this model to investigate the effects of X-ray irradiation, Ang-2 inhibition, and extracellular matrix anisotropy on sprout morphology and extension.